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Abstract
Research in the first year of this program has examined mechanical behavior and creep of
titanium aluminide alloys, based on both Ti3A1 and TiAl, with the goal being better understanding
of relationships between microstructure and mechanical properties of these intermetallic compoundbased alloys. Detailed microstructural characterization has been conducted for both types of
aluminide alloys. For Ta additions to TiAl alloys, which are thought to improve ductility, lowered
stacking fault energy and increased twinning has been found. For a Ti3Al-base alloy, detailed
stress and temperature dependences of creep have been measured, and a strong microstructural
dependence of creep properties has been established.
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Background
This is the first annual report on the subject program. The experimental materials for this
research are intermetallic compounds based on titanium and aluminum, with some initial work
on
the established alloys of the a2 family (Ti3 AI), but with a focus on advanced alloys based
on TiAI
and TiAI 3 . The goal of the work is to advance fundamental understanding of the performance
of
these alloys, particularly their mechanical behavior, with the preliminary work on Q2 alloys
serving
as a model system for behavior of these intermetallic compounds. There is already ample evidence
that properties and performance of these alloys depend on both processing variables
and on
metallurgical variables such as microstructure. We are particularly interested in the behavior
of the
interfaces in the multi-phase microstructures of these alloys, because of indications that
the
properties, especially fracture properties, are sensitively dependent on interfacial performance.
One means of examining these interfaces is with the tool of Atomic Resolution Microscopy
(ARM), using the JEOL 4000EX facilities for ARM at Carnegie Mellon.
For this initial year, Prof. Howe and his post-doctoral associate, J.R. Singh, have made
extensive observations on TiAl alloys, including several publications, and those results
are
presented below in some detail. In addition, completion of experimental work on creep of the
alloy
Ti-24- 11, based on a 2 , has been accomplished by graduate student Diane E. Albert with
A.W.
Thompson.
During the past year, the program has been conducted by both investigators at Carnegie
Mellon, but with the move of J.M. Howe to Virginia, work during most of the next fiscal year
will
be conducted under a sub-contract to the University of Virginia.
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TECHNICAL PROGRESS REPORT
1 October 1989 - 30 September 1990

CREEP OF AN ALPHA-2 TITANIUM ALUMINIDE ALLOY
Diane E. Albert, Graduate Student
Anthony W. Thompson, Principal Investigator
First-year work
Experimental work has been completed on creep behavior of Ti-24 Al-Il Nb (atomic %).
called Ti-24-11 below. This alloy is based on Ti 3 AI, designated a2 in the Ti-Al phase diagram,

and was among the first a2 alloys accepted for use. These experiments have shown clearly that the
material's microst,-ucture exerts a profound influence on creep behavior, as has also been shown
for a similar a2 alloy, Ti-25 Al-10 Nb-3 V-I Mo [1]. At the highest temperatures, there are some
indirect indications of interphase boundary sliding in Ti-24-1 1, and accordingly the more
elongated, coarse microstructures provide the best creep resistance. It is essential, however, that
such coarse microstructures not comprise colonies of parallel a2 plates, but instead should be of
the so-called "basketweave" structure, made up of individual a2 plates of differing orientation,
since the plates within colonies share a common crystallographic orientation and thus act as a larger
slip unit during creep. At intermediate temperatures, near 650"C, some aspects of low-temperature
deformation behavior continae to be effective, and microstructural refinement, deleterious at high
temperatures, offers improvements in some kinds of structures.
Measurements at several stresses and temperatures made possible determination of the stress
and temperature dependence of creep behavior in this alloy, as a function of microstructure. The
stress dependence, expressed through the so-called "stress exponent" n [2], was typically near or
somewhat less than n = 4, with a tendency toward lower values of n as temperature increased.
This trend toward lower values is often taken to indicate an increased diffusional contribution to
creep, particularly when boundary sliding comes into play. The temperature dependence can be
expressed as the apparent activation energy, which in simple microstructures is expected to be near
the value of the activation energy for self-diffusion [2]. In Ti-24-1 1, or for that matter in Ti 3 AI,
the self-diffusion parameters are not known. Work to date, however, seems to indicate that the
apparent creep activation energy can vary over a considerable range, from above 300 kJ/mol at
higher stresses, e.g. 100 MPa or more [1], to values near 120 kJ/mol when applied stresses are
lower [3,41.

More work will be needed to identify unambiguously the operative creep
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mechanisms in these regimes of stress and temperature, but a considerable base of experimental
knowledge has been accomplished on the a2 alloys to date.
Listed at the end of this section are the AFOSR-sponsored publications of the past year.
Attached is a copy of number 3, as an overview of the creep work on Ti-24-1 1.
References
1. W. Cho, A.W. Thompson and J.C. Williams, "Creep of Ti-2j Al-10 Nb-3 V-1 Mo", Metall.
Trans. A, 1990, vol. 21A, pp. 641-651.
2. H.M. Frost and M.F. Ashby, Deformation Mechanism Maps.: The Plasticity and Creep of
Metals and Ceramics, Pergamon Press, Oxford, England, 1982, pp. 11-14.
3. D. E. Albert and A. W. Thompson, "Creep Behavior of Ti-24 Al-11 Nb," in
Microstructure/PropertyRelationships in Titanium Alloys and Titanium Aluminides, Y.-W.
Kim, R.R. Boyer and J.A. Hall, eds., TMS-AIME, Warrendale, PA, in press.
4. A.W. Thompson and T.M. Pollock, "Creep of a2 + p Titanium Aluminide Alloys," ISIJ
Internt. Jnl., in press.
Plans for second year
A new graduate student, Mrs. Kezhong Li, has joined the program and will be beginning work
on mechanical properteis of TiA1 and TiAI3 alloys.
AFOSR-supported Publications
1. R.F. Buck and A.W. Thompson, "Environmental Fatigue in Al-SiC Composites," in
Environmental Effects on Advanced Materials, R.E. Ricker and R.H. Jones, eds., TMSAIME, Warrendale, PA, in press.
2. A.W. Thompson and R.F. Buck, "Fatigue Crack Growth Behavior of SiC-Reinforced
Aluminum-Alloy Composites in Aggressive Environments," Proc. 8th Internat. Conf. on
Composite Materials,G. Springer and S. Tsai, eds., SAMPE, Covina, CA, submitted.
3. D.E. Albert and A.W. Thompson, "Creep Behavior of Ti-24 Al-i 1 Nb," in
Microstructure/PropertyRelationships in Titanium Alloys and Titanium Aluminides, R.R.
Boyer and J.A. Hall, eds., TMS-ALME, Warrendale, PA, in press.
4. A.W. Thompson and T.M. Pollock, "Creep of a2 + 0 Titanium Aluminide Alloys," ISIJ
Internat.Jnl., in press.
5. D.E. Albert and A.W. Thompson, "Microstructure Dependence of Creep in Ti-24- 11 ", Scripta
Metall. Mater., submitted.
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Presentations during first year
1. D. Albert and A.W. Thompson, "Microstructure and Creep Behavior of Ti-24- 11,"
Symposium on Creep, Fatigue and Fracture of Titanium Aluminides, Fall Meeting, TMSAIME, Indianapolis, IN, 3 Oct. 1989.
2. A.W. Thompson, "Creep of Alpha-2 Titanium Aluminides" (invited), Symposium on Titanium
Aluminides, Aeromat '90, Long Beach, CA, 22 May 1990.
3. D.E. Albert and A.W. Thompson, "Creep Behavior of Ti-24 Al-11 Nb," Symposium on
Microstructure/Property Relationships in Titanium Alloys and Titanium Aluminides, TMSAIME Fall Meeting, Detroit, MI, 9 Oct. 1990.
4. R.F.Buck and A.W. Thompson, "Environmental Fatigue in Al-SiC Composites," Symposium
on Environmental Effects on Advanced Materials, TMS-AIME Fall Meeting, Detroit, MI, 10
Oct. 1990.
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CREEP BEHAViOR OF Ti-24AL-IINB

Diane E. Albert and Anthony W. Thompson
Department of Metallurgical Engineering and Materials Science
Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213

Introduction
The steady state creep behavior of the titanium aluminide Ti-24AI- 11 Nb has been
investigated. The steady state creep rate as a function of stress and as a function of temperature
was determined for four microstructures derived from this alloy. Test temperatures ranged
from 650 0 C to 870 0 C and test stresses ranged from 15 MPa to 175 MPa. The apparent
activation energy for creep, Q,, was determined for three microstructures in the low stress
regime. It is proposed to determine the type of mechanism controlling creep behavior in these
materials in these stress and temperature regimes and to determine what effect microstructural
features have on steady state creep rates.
Experimental Procedures
The Ti-24A1-11 Nb material was received from the RMI Company, Niles, Ohio in the
form of 1.25 cm thick cross-rolled plate. Thermomechanical processing of the material at RMI
involved hot rolling, annealing at 103t°C for one hour and subsequent air cooling. The
chemical composition is shown iri Table I and the as-received (AR) microstructure is shown in
Figure la. This microstructure is a relatively equiaxed a 2 morphology with very little of a
second phase present as a film between the a2 regions. This second phase is either a BCC
type B phase or ordered BCC, designated 13.(1,2) Blanks approximately 1.25 cm square and
10 cm long weie cut by bandsaw from this as-received material; heat treatment and machining
into cylindrical creep specimens followed.
TABLE I
Chemical Composition of Cross-Rolled Ti-24AI-I INb Plate.
A

N0b

Fe

24.6
14.0

10.5
20.6

0.068
0.08

0
0.161
0.054

C

H

Ti

0.039
0.01

0.02
4.8x10- 5

bal (at%)
bal (wt%)

Three heat treatments were selected to produce three microstructures. Solutionizing in
the 13 phase field at 1200*C for .3ne hour then air cooling produced fine acicular a 2 plates
arranged in a Widmansttitten basketweave morphology, as shown in Figure lb. Solutionizing
at 1200 0 C for one hour with a sabsequent CC2+3 phase field (1000*C) solutionizing for 15
minutes and air cool resulted in i fine Widmanstttten basketweave morphology with primary
and secondary acicular (X2 plates as seen in Figure Ic. Holding for 30 minutes at 1000'C
resulted in a 2 plate coa-rsening, as s
t' Figure
Fr
ld.

An analysis of the effect which microstructural features have on steady state creep rate
is possible by comparing creep behavior of selected specimens. Comparing creep rate
differences between the materials held at 1000°C for 15 minutes and 30 minutes allows a
determination of the effect of aC2 plate size on creep, as the degree of a2 plate coarseness is the
only microstructural variable. Since there is more oa2 present, there will be some depletion of
the Bphase in a-stabilizing elements, but there is such a relatively small amount of [ present in
the first place, it is assumed that this effect is negiriible. The oX2 plate size of the 1200AC and
IOOOAC-15 is very similar, however the IOOAC-15 material will have a decreased amount of
B3o phase and a corresponding increase in amount of aC2 phase present. The morphology of the
as-received microstructure is roughly equiaxed c2, not acicular, basketweave aX2 . Evidence of
texture is supported by the presence of elongated, aligned aX
2.
The specimen used in the high-temperature constrnt-load creep tests was of a typical
cylindrical configuration. A groove between the threads and the gage length on each end of the
specimen allows for extensometer placement- Sufficient material was removed from the blank
after exposure to high temperatures to enstue .-o oxygen-enriched material remained. Constant
temperature creep tests were conducted at 650'C, 760'C, and 870'C in air, under decreasing
tensile stresses. Single lever creep frames with a load ratio of 20:1 were used in all tests.
Steady state creep rate vs. temperature tests were conducted at 100 MPa and 31.38 MPa to
determine the apparent activation energy of creep. Creep strain was measured using an
extensometer and a SLVC transducer which allowed a strain resolution of 5x10 . During
creep tests, specimen temperatur,.s were monitored continuously with type-K thermocouples
attached to the gage length. Temperature variation during the tests was not greater than 20 C.
Results and Discussion
The results of steady state creep rate vs. stress tests for each microstructure at the three
temperatures are shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4. For materials which undergo powr-law
creep, plotting log e, vs. log a will result in a straight line with a slope equal to n, the power
law exponent.(3-6) It is seen that the as-received microstructure has the roorest resistance to
creep at all temperatures. At both 650'C and 760'C, note that the 1200AC and 1000AC-15
structures have almost identical creep rates with 1000AC-30 displaying a superior creep rate.
At 8700C, however, the creep re'sistance of IOOOAC-15 is seen to be superior to both 1200AC
and 1000AC-30, except at high stresses where 1000AC-30 has slightly bci,.,L z,.-eep resistance.
Duplication of tests confirmed these trends.
In Figure 5, each microstructure's creep behavior at each of the three test temperatures
are plotted together on one graph. The slope, n, of each curve is indicated. In all cases, an
increase in test temperature leads to a decrease in the value of n in the high stress region. At
lower temperatures and lower stresses, 1000AC-30, AR, and 1200AC structures display a
change in slope and ostensibly a change in creep mechanism. At high stresses, the value of n
is large; at low stresses the slope is much less steep. Higher values of n (3 to 10) indicate
dislocation glide and climb processes (7,8); a value of n=l indicates diffusional creep by a
stress-directed flow of atoms with grain boundaries acting as sources and sinks. This process
occurs at low to intermediate stresses ((y=10 -5 to 10-4)E where E is the Young's
modulus.(9,10) A value of n=2 indicates grain (or phase) boundary sliding mechanisms. (11)
The low stress slopes of these materials approximate the slope of the curves at high
temperatwet, where diffusion processes are dominant.
In Figure 6, the results of steady state creep rate vs. temperature tests we shown.
Again, assuming power law creep, when log C' vs. I/T is plotted, a straight line with a slope

equal to Q,,the apparent activation energy of creep, results. A creep activation energy of 206
kJ/mol for stoichiometric T13AI at all stresses and temperatures has been measured.(12!
Widmanstiitten basketweave Ti-25-10-3-1 in the climb-controlled creep regime was found to
have a Qc of 305 kJ/mol.(13) The activation energy in the low stress regime for Ti-24-l 1 with
a 100% transformed B microstructure was determined to be 120 kJ.(1) It is thought that the
apparent activation energies for high temperature creep in metals are independent of creep
stress and strain,(14) but different mechanisms seem to be dominant in different stress
regimes. In this work, the AR microstructure had an average Qc of 110 kJ/mol; the IOOAC15, 142 kJ/mol; and the 1200AC structure, a value of 134 kJ/mol. All values were measured
in the low stress regime, and are in fairly good agreement with the value of 121 kJ/mol for
grain boundary diffusion in fine-grained a titanium at low stresses.(15) It has been suggested
that the activation energy for both crystallographic slip and grain boundary sliding are the same
and that slip controls sliding.(16)
Discussion
Recrystallization and grain growth during creep, a plate width, B volume fraction, and
oa vs. B/B boundaries are all factors that are thought to influence steady-state creep rate in
conventional titanium alloys.(17) If only plate size is considered to control steady state creep
rate in titanium aluminides, then we would expect the microstructure with the smallest plates,
that is, the 1200AC and IOOOAC-15 structures, to have the best creep resistance, due to their
short slip length. It is seen, however, that 1000AC-30 has superior creep resistance up to
870 0 C. Therefore, slip distance and corresponding dislocation motion within plates is not the
sole controlling factor in creep in the temperature and stress range studied. Rather, since the
IOOOAC-30 plates are coarser than the plates present in IOGOAC-15 and 1200AC, then it is true
that there is less interphase boundary per unit area in this structure. The ratio Egb/tt, the strain
due to grain boundary sliding to the total creep strain, was found to increase with increasing
temperatures(16) or decreasing stresses(18). Also, the 1OOAC structures should contain
smaller amounts of B phase. This phase has a higher diffusion rate and thus, inferior creep
resistance. This would explain the fact that 1OOOAC structures creep more slowly than the
1200AC structure. Examination of microstructures in crept specimens demonstrated that
recrystallization and grain growth did not occur appreciably during creep. The presence of
crystallographic texture, i.e. perhaps an alignment in basal planes, in the as-received material
could help explain its high steady state creep rate.
Conclusions
Steady state creep rates as functions of stress and temperature of selected
microstructural variants of Ti-24AI-1INb were determined. The as-received (AR)
microstructure was found to possess the poorest creep resistance at all temperatures, possibly
due to texture. The IOOOAC-30 microstructure possessed superior creep resistance at all
stresses when tested at low temperatures. The IOOOAC-15 microstructure had superior creep
resistance only in the low stress regime at 870'C. For each structure, increasing temperature
caused a decrease in the value of n in the high stress region. If a slope change occurred, the.
value of n in the low stress region was found to be close to unity, indicative of boundary
sliding mechanisms. The apparentactivation energy of creep for all microstructures was found
to be 142 ki/mol, 140 kJ/mol, and 115 kJ/mol for IOO0AC-15, 1200AC and AR respectively.
These values are very similar to the activation energy obtained for grain boundary diffusion in
pure titaitium. This evidence leads to the conclusion that a diffusion controlled process, such
as boundary sliding, is dominant in the stress and temperature regimes considered in this
work. Dislocation dynamics within a2 plates would not be rate-controlling.
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FUNDAMENTALS OF MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR IN ADVANCED
INTERMETALLIC COMPOUNDS
J. M. Howe (Principal Investigator)
S. R. Singh (Research Associate)
Annual Report for 1st Year - Oct. 1. 1989 to Sept. 30. 1990
During the past year, our research has concentrated o n
determining the structure and deformation behavior of TiAI alloys
containing the ternary additions Ta and Mn. These additions have
been shown to improve the room-temperature ductility oi TiAI and
are possible candidate alloy systems for future high-temperature
applications.
At the start of this program, we obtained four 18-lb., 4.5 inch
diameter ingots with the following compositions (in atomic %) from
Timet, Inc.: Ti-48AI, Ti-48AI-2Mn, Ti-52AI-2Mn and Ti-48AI-2Ta.
The three alloys containing 48AI should consist of a z-TiAl matrix
with precipitates of the c2-Ti 3 AI phase, while the 52AI alloy should
lie in the single-phase X" region of the phase diagram. These ingots
were hot-extruded into 1 inch rod by the Materials Laboratory at
Wright Patterson AFB. Pieces of the four rods were heat treated for
microstructural examination by TEM. The remaining rods were then
machined into tensile specimens for high-temperature deformation
analysis.
So far, microstructural examination of the heat treated Ti-48AI
and Ti-48AI-2Ta alloys has yielded several important results. One of
the most interesting is that Ta has been found to lower the
stacking-fault energy of TiAI and that this leads to extrinisic
stacking-faults which serve as nuclei for twin lamellae (refer to
attached Scripta Metall. et Mater. paper). Since twinning is an
important deformation mechanism in these ordered alloys, such
changes should significantly affect the room and elevatedtemperature properties of TiAI, and this will be investigated
shortly. The change in stacking-fault energy appears to be directly
related to the electronic structure of Ta, and correlation among the
electronic structure, deformation mechanisms and mechanical
properties should allow us to understand these alloys on a
fundamental level. This should be of great value in designing TiAI
alloys with optimum mechanical properties. The addition of Ta to
TiAI has also been found to alter the morphology and interfacial
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structure of the a2 phase in the TiAI matrix (refer to attached MRS
Symp. Proc. paper). Although we do not yet know how the change in
interfacial structure affects the deformation behavior, deformation
of such two-phase alloys by both slip and twinning cannot occur
without involving the interface and this is an important issue that
will be investigated in coming months.
Several other projects either sponsored by AFOSR or directly
related to the present grant were also performed during the past
year (refer to attached Scripta Metall. et Mater. and Acta Metall. et
Mater. papers). These include a high-resolution TEM analysis of the
interphase boundary structure in a Ti-Cr alloy with Prof. H. I.
Aaronson at CMU and the effect of coherency stress on the phase
boundaries in Ti-Al alloys with Prof. W. C. Johnson, also at CMU. Both
of these studies provide important fundamental information for
understanding the formation and behavior of second phases in Tialloy matrices.
Research Plans for 2nd Year - Oct. 1. 1990 to Sept. 30. 1991
In the second year of this program we plan to concentrate on
several areas of research. Firstly, we have begun microstructural
analysis of the two Mn-containing TiAi alloys for comparison with
the binary and Ta-containing alloy. The element Mn has also been
reported to increase the room-temperature ductility of TiAI,
possibly by changing the stacking-fault energy, and we intend to
compare these alloys with the Ta-containing alloy where we
observed such changes. We also plan to perform room and elevatedtemperature tensile tests on the four alloys and to examine the
deformed microstructures by TEM. The tensile specimens have been
heat treated and machined and we are ready to begin these tests. In
situ hot-stage straining in the TEM will also be performed on the
most interesting alloys from the tensile results, to examine the
specific mechanisms by which the alloys deform. This will provide a
more complete understanding of the role of Ta and Mn on the
deformation behavior of TiAI for correlation with the electronic
structures of these elements. Hopefully, completion of these studies
will establish a solid framework for understanding the role of
alloying and microstructure on the deformation mechanisms in TiAI,
which should be very useful in alloy design.
We have also begun to examine the microstructures of alloys
containing higher Al, such as Ti 3 AI 5 and TiAI 3 . Small quantities of
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these alloys were provided by Timet, Inc. The Ti 3 AI5 phase is not on
the equilibrium phase diagram but is often found in rapidly
solidified Ti-Al alloys and has been claimed to bound a2 plates in
TiAI-base alloys. Since very little is known about the Ti 3 AI 5 phase,
we have begun to establish the microstructure of this alloy. We then
plan to begin investigating TiAI 3 and possibly NbAI3 alloys near the
end of this year.
Lastly, research that was begun on the structure and deformation
mechanisms of the P/C2 interface in a Ti-AI-Mo alloy by Mr. S. J.
Rozeveld was postponed when Mr. Rozeveld decided to complete a
study on measurement of residual stresses in composites by
convergent-beam electron diffraction for his Ph.D. thesis. Mr.
Rozeveld will resume work on the Ti-Al-Mo system after completing
his Ph.D. in about March, 1991. We have acquired a hot-stage for the
high-resolution TEM at CMU that should allow us to determine the
mechanisms of growth of the P/a2 interface. When this study is
finished, it will provide definitive results concerning the structure
and growth of the P/a2 interface, which is important for
understanding microstructural evolution and deformation in Ti 3 AIbase alloys as well as from a fundamental viewpoint of b.c.c. -* h.c.p.
phase transformations.
Publications During 1st Year (attached)
S. R. Singh and J. M. Howe, "High-Resolution Electron Microscopy of
Interfaces in TiAI Alloys", in Proc. Xllth International Congress for
Electron Microscopy, San Francisco Press, CA, p. 316 (1990).
J. Y. Huh, J. M. Howe and W. C. Johnson, "Analytical Electron
Microscopy of Coherent and Incoherent c( + C2 Phase Equilibria in a
Ti-16.64 at%/ Al Alloy", Scripta Metall. et Mater., 24, 2007 (1990).
S. R. Singh and J. M. Howe, "Effect of Ta on Twinning in TiAI", Scripta
Metall. et Mater., in press.
S. R. Singh and J. M. Howe, "Effect of Ta on the Structure and
Dynamics of /cx2 Interfaces in TiAI", Materials Research Society
Symposium Proc., Vol. 213, in press.
T. Furuhara, J. M. Howe and H. I. Aaronson, "Interphase Boundary
Structures of Intragranular Proeutectoid c Plates in a Hypoeutectoid
Ti-Cr Alloy", Acta Metall. et Mater., submitted.
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Pes ntations Durina 1;st Year
S. R. Rozeveld and J. M. Howe. "Structure and Deformation of the /a2
Interface in a Ti-Mo-Al Alloy", TMS-AIME Fall Meeting, Indianapolis,
IN, October, 1989.
J. M. Howe, "Phase Transformation Studies in Metallic Alloys by
Atomic-Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy", Dept. of
Materials Science and Engineering, University of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, PA, November 2, 1989.
J. M. Howe, "Atomic-Resolution TEM of Phase Transformation
Mechanisms in Metallic Alloys", National Institute for Standards and
Technology, Gaithersburg, MD, November 15, 1989.
J. M. Howe and S. J. Rozeveld, "Effect of Crystal and Beam Tilt on
Simulated High-Resolution TEM Images of Interfaces", XIlth
International Congress for Electron Microscopy, Seattle WA, August,
1990.
S. R. Singh and J. M. Howe, "High-Resolution Electron Microscopy of
Interfaces in TiAI Alloys", XIlth Internaticnal Congress for Electron
Microscopy, Seattle WA, August, 1990.
S. R. Singh and J. M. Howe, "Effect of Ternary Additions on the
Structure and Dynamics of Y/a2 Interfaces in TiAI", Materials
Research Society Fall Meeting, Boston, MA, November, 1990.
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EFFECT OF Ta ON TWINNING IN TiA!
S. R. Singh and J. M. Howe
Department of Metallurgical Enginering & Materials Science
Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh, PA 15213, U.SA.

1.Introduction
TI'AI alloy is a promising material for advanced aerospace applications because of its high strength, oxidation
resistance and low density (1). However, its application is hindered by limited room-temperature ductility (2).
Recent studies show that the ductility of TiAl can be improved by ternary element additions (3-7). The fundamental
role of ternary additions in improving the ductility is still not clear, although deformation mechanisms pertaining to
different types of dislocation activity have been proposed (2,8-11).
The TiA1 alloy has an Llo structure, composed of layers of Ti and Al on alternate (002) planes, with a
tetragonality of cla=l.025 (Fig.la). The Bravais lattice of the Llo sructuire is body-centered tetragonal with an axial
ratio of'2:1, while the disordered structure is f.c.c. Twins in TAI are of the [ I1l]( I 11) type, which do not
disturb the Llo symmetry of the lattice. Therefore, the TiM lattice is often described as fac-centered tetragonaL
Dislocation motion and twinning are the two principal modes of plastic deformation in TILAI (2,6,8-11). The
high strength and low ductility of TiAl are attributed to complex superdislocation configurations. It is well known
that materials which exhibit a low stacking-fault energy (SFE) deform by twinning. In connection with this, the
ability of materials to show extensive faulting is determined by the ability of a perfect dislocation to dissociate into
partials. Therefore, the SFE of a material determines whether deformation proceeds through the formation and
propagation of partial or perfect dislocations. The effect of alloying additions on the SFE in TiAl is an important
consideration for both the understanding and manipulation of mechanical behavior. Coherent twin boundaries have
long been recognized as effective boundaries to plastic deformation in fc.c. metals (12,13). Although twinning is
thought to play an important role in deformation of ordered intermetallic alloys, the mechanisms by which this
occurs have not received much investigation.
The present investigation describes the role of stacking faults and the effect of Ta additions on nucleation and
growth of twins in TAL The role of these effects on the mechanical properties of the alloy is currently under
investigation and will be discussed in a forthcoming paper.
2. Exoerimental Procedures
2.1 Alloy and Heat Treatment
The TLAI alloys in this study were produced by Timet as 8.2kg ingots 0.1 Im in diameter. The chemical
compositions (at%) are shown below:

a

TAI
TiAl-Ta

T1

51.20
49.72

A

48.45
48.05

Ta

0,00
1.88

e

0.049
0.053

0.289
0.279

0.008
0.014

Pieces 2x4xlcm were cut from the ingots, wrapped in Ta foil, evacuated in quartz tubes to 10- 3 Pa and then
backfilled with Ar to 1/4arm pressure. The encapsulated alloys were heat treated in the single phase -fregion at
1200'C for 2h and then in the a2+r phase field at 900 0 C for 24h, followed by water quenching.

I'

2.2 Electron L-croscopy
Thin-foil samples for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were prepared by electropolishing in a 5%

sulphuric-acid methanol solution at 20V and -40°C. When necessary, some of the thin foils were Ar ion-milled at an
8° angle in order to image a thicker area of interest by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM).
After an initial investigation by conventional TEM was performed in a Philips EM 420T at 120kV, HRTEM was

performed in a JEOL 4000EX operating at 400kV with an objective lens spherical aberration coefficient of

Cs=1.mm. The obtainable structural resolution is about 0. 18nm. Images of twin interfaces were simulated using
the TEMPAS multislice programs (14). Although a large supercell can be required to avoid spurious contrast due to
periodic continuation (15) in image simulation, since the interfaces in TiAl are oriented end-on along the beam
direction, the size of the supercell is determined purely by the extent of twin lamellae in the image plane rather than
by the requirement of a large supercell imposed by periodic continuation.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Conventional TEM of Binary and Ternary Alloy
Figure 2(a) shows [11
I]( 11 1) twins in the binary TiAl alloy. The overall microstructure consisted of
twinned y-TiAl and a2-Ti3A1 with the following orientation relationship: (I1l)'y// (00 01)a2 and [T 10 1-//
[Z l0]a2. This is bimilar to the orientation relationship observed during the f.c.c.-->h.c.p. allotropic
transformation in Co (16). The microstructure of the ternary TiAl alloy is shown in Fig. 2(b). The Ta addition did
not change the overall microstructure but the twin thickness was reduced by a factor of about 4. Figures 3(ab) are
bright-field and dark-field images with the same operating reflection g=T 11, from a --TTAI area which was devoid
of twins in the ternary alloy. This area contained a large number of faulted dipoles bounded by a/6 (112 ] partial
dislocations. In this image, the partial dislocation bordering the fault is invisible. A detailed contrast analysis
showed that the faults are extrinsic in nature. These segmented faults were not observed in the binary alloy. The
presence of these faults, the smaller twin width and additional cross twinning, all indicate that Ta lowers the SFE of
the alloy. Tis possibility is further analyzed by HRTEM in the following section. It has been found that Mn-added

TiAl shows unusual work hardening which is much higher than that of TIAl, thought to be caused by a decrease in
SFE and/or stabilization of twin partial dislocations (4).

3.2 HIgh-Resolution TEM of Binary and Ternary Alloy
The projected crystal structures of TiAI in [ Ti 0 ] and [ 10 T] orientations are shown in Figs. 1(b) and (c),
respectively. It can be seen that in a [ 10 T] projection, the Ti and Al atoms are superimposed, whereas the ( T10 ]
projection shows that the 1 and Al atoms are alternately occupying the (002) planes. This leads to a (111) plane
which is composed of columns of pure Ti and Al along [ 110 ]. A repre entative HRIEM image of coherent twins
ina [ T10 ] orientation in the ternary alloy is shown in Fg. 4.The twins are narrow and all the twin lamellae are in
the same orientation. Figures 5(a-c) show two twin lamellae bounded by twin interfaces in a [ T10] orientation and
an isolated twin interface in a [ 10T ] orientation, with the corresponding simulated image from the ternary and
binary alloys, rescetively. These images show that only the < 1103 oriented crystal reveals compositional
information from the (002) planes. The ternary alloy had many more fine twins, such as the ones in Figs. 5(ab),
than the binary alloy.
Comparison between Figs. 5(a) and (c) shows that in a ( 110 ] orientation, it is possible to obtain
information about the composition of the (002) planes, because alternate (002) planes are composed of either Ti or
Al atoms. In Fig. 5(a), the twinned region has a thickness of five (I11) planes. Viewing along the (002) planes of
either Ti or Al in the '.T1Al matrix M and moving across the matrix-twin interface T1, one finds continuity of the Ti
or Al planes in the matrix and twinned region, although in the twin lamella, the continuity is maintained along the
( 11) planes. By tracing the same lattice planes in a twinned region and moving across the twin-matrix interface "12,
it was found that there is a compositional phase shift of one (002) plane, Le., Ti planes crossing the interface T1
meet the Al planes at the interface T2. Figure 5(b) shows a HRTEM image of an eight-plane twin lamella. In this
image, there is no compositional phase shift across the interfaces T1 and T2. It is concluded from these
observations, that an odd number of (111) planes in a twin lead to a compositional phase shift across this defect,
whereas an even number of (111) planes in the twin generates perfect compositional registry across the twin-matrix
interface.
3.3 Analysis of Twin Lamellae

The presence or absence of compositional registry across a twin-matrix inteace can u, u u, uY
examining the passage of twinning partial dislocations a/6 ( 112] in the matrix. The (111) planes consist of rows of
Ti or Al atoms along [T10 ] directions. In the Llo structure, the stacking of (11) planes can be approximated with
a cubic close-packed stacking sequence of ABCABC.. Since the distance between B and C sites measured parallel
to the close-packed planes corresponds to a translation vector of a/6 (112], passage of a single twinning partial in
the matrix, whose Burgers vector is also a/6 ( 12], leads to arelative shift of all the planes above the glide plane by
a vector a/6(1 1!], i.e., atoms above the glide plane are shifted from sites A, B and C to sites B, C and A,
respectively. A compositional phase shift occurs across the twin interface when an odd number of partials is
involved in twinning. A schematic representation in terms of the ABC... sequence is shown below.
ABCAIBCABCIABCABCAB...
CAB CAIB CAB CABC..
BCABICABCABCA ...
ABCIABCABCAB...
CA IBCA B CA B C...
BICABCABCA ...
AB CAICBACB CAB CAB CA...
h
h

Passage of a twinning partial in the matrix shifts the close
packed positions to the right of the first vertical line in
the top row from B->C, C->A and A->B as shown in the
second row. This shift from B->C leads to a change in
composition while a second shift restores the original
composition in the third row. The vertical line and letter (h)
indicate the interface plane and hexagonal orientation of the
plane corresponding to the neighboring planes, respectively.
In this representation of the five-plane twin the interface
planes are A and B, which give a compositional phase shift. Similarly, the eight-plane twin has interface planes A
and C, which are due to shifts from B-->C and C-->A. This even number of shifts does not produce a
compositional phase shift. The twin lamella is bounded by two twin planes (I). In this representation, an intrinsic
stacking-fault can be represented by two twin planes separated by one internal plane, whereas an extrinsic stacking-

fault is represented by two twin planes separated by two planes. Therefore, the intrinsic stacking-fault should

display a chemical shift of the (002) planes across the fault while an extrinsic-fault should not. The twinned region
of the crystal may be thickened by producing either intrinsic stacking-faults on every cose-packed plane or extrinsic
stacking-faults on every other plane, leaving partial dislocations in the boundary. Energetically, if one disregards
interactions beyond the fourth nearest-neighbor, then T = - 27t where i, W and -it are the intrinsic, extrinsic
and twin-fault energies respectively (18). This is because a stacking fault has two interfaces whereas a twin fault has
only one.
The observed shear angle of the (T 11) plane across the twins in Fig. 5 was 39%which gives rise to a shear
strain of 0.708. This value is very close to the theoretical shear angle of 38.90 and shear strain of 0.707(=1/42) for a

f.c.c. crystaL This indicates that approximating the Llo structure to a f.c.c. structure is reasonable. Figure 6(a)
shows an image of an extrinsic stacking-fault near the edge of a foil in the Ta-containing alloy. Figure 6(b) shows

the intersection of an extrinsic stacking-fault (SF) and a thre-plane twin on the (11) and (T 11) planes respectively.
Many similar observations of extrinsic stacking-faults bounded by partials were made. For dissociated dislocations
in the (111) slip plane and assuming isotropic elasticity, the relation between stacking-fault width and smckng-fault

energy is given by (17). Using the elastic constants of 'AI (2) with b2 = 0.0266nm 2 and our observed stacking-

fault width of about 11-7.5nm yields a stacking-fault energy of w = 18-27 mJ/m2. Following the criterion of Hirth

and Lothe (18) mentioned above for estimating the twin fault energy then gives -A= 9-13.5 mJ/m2 . For comparison,
these experimentally determined values of the twin and stacking-fault energies (in mJ/m2) with other available
experimental and theoretical values are listed below.
Al
TiA

0

(trinsic
90

TiAl
T'46A154
Ti46AI54
Ti50AI48Ta2

0
293
873
293

60
70-85
60

Lsatainsida
80
60

Remarks
Theory (19)

18-27

Theory (20)
Expariment (9)
Experiment (9)
Expt. (Present)

9-13.5

The SFE of the TiAI-Ta alloy is much lower than the SFE values evaluated by others. Theoretical

calculations (21) have shown that both intraplanar (001) Ti-dTi-d and interplanar (100) Ti-d/Al-p hybrid bonds are
important to cohesion in stoichiometric TiAL Further, it has been proposed (22) that the brittleness of the
stoichiometric material could be attributed to large activation barrier to shear deformation as a result of a strong,

directional p-d component of the bonding. It was suggested that strengthening of the intraplanar bonding and/or
weakening of the interplanar p-d bonds would offer a plausible means of increasing the ductility of MiAL One way
of enhancing the d-d interaction is through substitution of an early transition metal for TL Theoretically this has been
suggested to be more effective for substitutions from the 4d se~ies than the 3d series. Perhaps this can be related to

the larger atomic volumes and more diffuse d-orbitals for the larger n-transition series. Given these observations it

seems plausible that similar substitutions from 5d series (notably Ta) should have similar influence on the activation
energy barrier to shear and consequently the SFE. This may be one possible reason for the low SFE reported above.

The observation of coexisting stacking faults and thin twins in the Ta-containing alloy indicates that the
stacking faults act as nuclei for twin formation. These faults were formed by the expansion of dislocation loops.
Since no deformation was applied to the specimens and both specimens were processed together, the observed
stacking faults are thought to be introduced by thermal stresses during quenching. The preponderance of faults in
the Ta-containing alloy as compared to the binary alloy indicates that Ta lowers the stacking-fault energy of TiAl.
The growth of twin lamellae can be described as an initial development of a stacking-fault followed by nucleation of
microtwins by superposition of extended faults on alternate planes. Finally, this nucleus is extended by propagation
of the twin boundary in the matrix. As evident from Fig. 6(b), a stacdng-fault presents a strong obstacle to glide
dislocations on a conjugate close-packed plane. Although a stacking-fault is often treated as infinitely thin, it actually
consists of two coherent twin-boundaries which form a microtwin. Coherent twin boundaries are known to act as
obstacles to dissociated dislocations since a Shockley partial cannot simply cross a mirror plane (23). This nonconservation of Burgers vector which occurs for the translation of slip and/or for deformation twins which pass
from matrix through the twin and vice-versa may lead to microscopic incompatibility, resulting in the development
of local stresses at twin intersections. This may be one reason why twin boundaries appear to favor additional shear

deformation parallel to an existing boundary rather than initiating a new twin on a conjugate slip plane.
4. Coln

usions

This study employed HRTEM to identify thin twin lamellae and stacking-faults in TIAd by compositional
phase shifts of (002) planes. The results and analyses presented show that extrinsic stacking-faults act as sites for
twin nucleation. Subsequent thickening of twin lanellae is either due to superposition of extended stacking-faults on
alternate close-packed planes or to passage of Shockley partials on every close-packed plane. Furthermore, addition
of Ta to IW alloy appears to lower the SFE, which was estimated as 18-27 mJ/m 2 from the width of extended
dislocations in HRTEM images of an alloy containing 1.88 at%Ta.
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EFFECT OF Ta ON THE STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICS OF Y/ox2 INTERFACES IN TiAI

S. R. Singh and J. M. Howe
Department of Metallurgical Engineering & Materials Science, Carnegie Mellon University,
Pittsburgh, PA 15213, U. S. A.
ABSTRACT
The structure of ya2 interfaces in binary and Ta-containing TiA1 alloys were analyzed by
HRTEM and image simulations. Growth f a2 was found to be due to a ledge mechanism,
consisting of Shockley partial dislocations on alternate (111I)y planes. The interface is atomically
flat between the ledges and addition of Ta was found to transform arrays of growth ledges in the
binary alloy into islands on the plate faces in tie Ta-containing alloy. These islands of a2 on the
Vad2 interfaces were 4-7nm wide and increased in size with decreasing ageing temperature. The
height of the ledges and islands were always a multiple of the c-parameter (0.46nm) of the a2
phase. The islands were bounded by 900 (edge) and 30' (screw) Shockley partial dislocations.
The 30' partial dislocation cores were localized whereas the 90' partial dislocation cores appcaird

to be highly delocalized due to presence of a high density of kinks, which in one case was found
to be about 0.65nm-l.These results are interpreted in terms of the growth mechanisms and
morphology of the a2 phase.
INTRODUCTION
The intermetallic compound TiAl is an important structural candidate for use in high
temperature applications. However its limited room temperature ductility has so far hindered its
application [1-21. It has been found that small amounts of ternary additions can improve the
room temperature ductility of TiAl [3-7]. TiAl alloys can be classified into two categories, either
single phase y-TiA1 or a two-phase mixture of y-TiA1 and a2-Ti3AI. The y-a alloys are thought
to have better mechanical properties than the single-phase y alloys because the a2 phase getters
interstitial impurities [8], which improves the mechanical behavior. A recent study has shown
that addition of Ta to TiAl reduces the stacking-fault energy and modifies the twinning behavior
[9': Therefore, this study was initiated to investigate the effect of Ta on the structure of the ya2
interface in TiAl alloy. Development of TiAl with improved mechanical properties requires an
understanding of the various interfaces in this alloy. Correlating the interfacial structure with
ternary additions in TiaAl has important implications in alloy design. The ya2 interface is
discontinuous in chemical composition although structurally it is close to a simple f.c.c./h.c.p.
interface. Explainingthe atomic-scale details of the ya2 interface, particularly growth of unit-cell
size islands, is a challenging problem even by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM).
y-TiAI has a face-centered tetragonal L 10 structure composed of alternate (002) planes of Ti
and Al with a c/a ratio of 1.02, whereas a2-Ti3A1 belongs to the h.c.p. structure-type D019. The
y and a2 phases have the following orientation relationship (OR): (111 )-y//(000 I)a2 and [1101t//[ I-20]ca2, which is similar to the OR observed during the f.c.c.-->h.c.p. transformation
in Co [10]. Many investigations into the interfacial structure and growth kinetics of precipitate
plates in various diffusional transformations have been performed during last two decades [11,
and references therein]. These investigations have provided important information about
mechanisms of atomic attachment at the interface within the resol ,ion limits of the techniques
employed. In this regard, this study was undertaken to investigate the mechanism of growth of
a2 plates in TiAI and the effect of Ta on the interfacial structure of the ya'2 interface. The results
from this HRTEM study show possible means of changing the interfacial structure.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
The chemical compositions (at%) of the TiAI alloys investigated are shown below. Small
pieces of alloy were wrapped in Ta foil and vacuum encapsulated in quartz tubes with a 1/4atm
back pressure of Ar. The encapsulated alloys were solutionized at 1200'C for 2h and then
i ,othermallv aced for 24h in the ,2,-e phase field at 800'C, 900'C or 1000C. followed by water

quenching. Thin-foil samples for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were prepared by
electropolishing in a 5% sulphuric-acid methanol solution at 20V and -40'C and Ar ion milling
when necessary. Conventional TEM was performed in Philips EM 420T TEM at 120kV and
HRTEM was performed in a JEOL 4000EX operating at 400kV with an objective lens spherical
aberration coefficient of 1. 1mm. In the TEM mode, ledges on the interfaces were identified by
the displacement of extinction contours [121, whereas in HRTEM, direct observation of ledges
on the faces and edges were made in <11 O>y//< 1l-20>a2 orientations and kinks in the ledges
were observed in a <11 l>-Y//[O001]a2 orientation. Performing HRTEM in both orientations
provided three-dimensional structural information about the interfaces. Images of interfaces were
simulated using the TEMPAS multislice program [13]. In image simulation an appropriately
large supercell was chosen to avoid spurious contrast due to periodic continuation [ 14].

AlQY
TiAI
TiAI-Ta

TiAl
51.20
49.72

48.45
48.05

Ta

1.88

0.049
0.053

Q

0.289
0.279

0.008
0.014

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

<I 10>y/<l -20>a Oriented Interfaces in Binary TiAI
Fig. 1 shows a representative bright-field (BF) TEM image of dislocation ledges at the -ta2
interface. Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) show HRTEM images of y/a2 interfaces in the binary alloy in [110] and [10-1] orientations, respectively. Since y-TiAl has a tetragonal L1 0 structure, all the
<110> directions are not equivalent, i.e., in a <110] projection alternate (002) planes consist of
Ti or Al whereas in a <1011 orientation, the Ti and Al atoms are superimposed because (100) or
(010) planes are composed of both Ti and Al atoms. (The notation <hkl] indicates a fixed I with
permutations of h and k.) In Fig. 2(a), contrast due to alternate (002) planes of Ti and Al when
viewed along [1 101yis clearly visible. The ya2 interface indicated by an arrow is coherent and
the interface plane is (11 l)tll(0001)a2. Ledges that were two (11 1)y planes high were visible in
thicker parts of the crystal. Fig. 2(b) shows the ya2 interface viewed along the [101]-y direction.
This interface is composed of coherent terraces parallel to (I I I)Y//(0001)x2 and an array of
ledges (periodicity of 15nm) four (11 1),y planes high. Two ledges separated by about 2-2.Snm
are grouped together as if one is leading and the other is trailing. This arrangement of grouped
ledges suggests that the velocity of the trailing ledge is faster than that of the leading ledge due to
overlapping diffusion fields [15,16]. During the initial stage of plate growth, the ledges may be
two planes high, while at later stage, two ledges may merge to form four-plane ledges. Slight
displacement of the (I1 1)y and (0001)a2 planes normal to the Burgers vector of the ledge
dislocations is evident, and this leads to g-bxu contrast [17], which can be seen as strain
contrast in conventional BF images, as shown in Fig. 2(c) for an array with a periodicity of
15nm. Due to the presence of this regular array of ledges, the overall habit-plane of the -#a2
interface differs from microscopic habit-plane mentioned above. The habit plane determined from
the HRTEM image was found to be (443)y, which makes an angle of 7.3' from (111)'Y. The
above observations clearly show that a2-plates in binary y-TiAl thicken by movement of
dislocation ledges along their faces on alternate { 11 1}y matrix planes, and that this accomplishes
,-->a2 transformation necessary for growth of a2 plates [18].

Fig. 1. Bright-field micrograph
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Fig. 2. <1 10>14/<l 1-20>az2 HRTEM images of interfaces in binary TiAl: (a) [-1 10]- orientation
with simulated image as inset, (b) [10-11y orientation, and (c) bright-field TEM image
corresponding to (b) showing strain contrast at the dislocation ledges.
< 11 O> y/L<120

Oriented Interfaces in Ta-Containing TiAI

It was mentioned in the Introduction, that addition of Ta to TiAI reduces the stacking-fault
energy and modifies the deformation characteristics of the alloy. Figs. 3(a,b) show HRTEM
images from the Ta-containing TiAI. Contrary to the array of ledges at the y1a2 interface in
binary TiAl, the interface in Fig. 3(a) consists of two-plane islands of a2 on an otherwise planar
(11 1)y//(0001)a2 interface. A glancing angle view along the (II 1y planes shows that they are
parallel to (0001)ct2, and that they are continuous as they cross the edges of the islands to
become the (0001)a2 planes. This indicates that the edges of the ledges are coherent in this
orientation. The islands were always found to be two atomic-planes high, i.e., the height of the
unit-cell (c=0.462nm) along [000 1]cx2. The width of the islands parallel to the (0001)y planes
was about 5nm for the alloy aged at 900'C. The island widths for the alloy aged for the same
time at 800°C and 1000'C were 7nm and 4nm, respectively. These limited data indicate that the
island size increases with decreasing temperature, as might be expected since the driving force
for growth increases with decreasing ageing temperature.
The island enclosed in Fig. 3(a) is bounded by 90' and 30' Shockley partial dislocation
ledges, as indicated in Fig. 3(b). The Burgers vector of the 90' Shockley partial dislocation lies
perpendicular to the [1-101 electron beam direction with a/6[-1-12], whereas for a 30' Shockley
partial dislocation, the Burgers vector lies at an angle of 30' to the electron beam and is either
a/6[2-1-l11 or a/6[-12-1 ]. The Burgers circuits showing closure failure around these dislocations
were drawn following the procedures described by Howe et al. [191. Careful examination of the
30' partial dislocation core indicates that it is localized, whereas the core of the 90' partial
dislocation appears highly delocalized. The diffuseness of the 90' partial dislocation core may be
due to the presence of a high density of kinks along the ledge. These kinks act as attachment sites
for atoms during the y-- >o2 transformation, where growth occurs by lateral migration of kinks
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Fig. 3. <1 10>//<l 1-20>a2 HRTEM images of interfaces in Ta containing alloy showing: (a)
islands of at2 on the faces, (b) enlargement of (a) with Burgers circuits around the 90* and 300
Shockley partial dislocations, and (c) )la2 interface at a plate edge with Burgers circuits (on next
page). Se, Ss and F are start of 90°(edge), 30'(screw) Shockley partial dislocations and finish
points of Burgers circuits respectively.
in ledges parallel to the <110>' direction and subsequent extension of the ledges along the
<I 12>-ydirection. This situation is analogous to that treated by Burton et al. [20] for crystal
growth from a vapor or liquid and extension of these ideas to solid state transformation by
Aaronson [211 and Howe et al. [19]. Therefore, the transformation site is at the kinks in the
ledges, presumably with a point-source diffusion field around each kink. A direct view of these
kinks can be obtained in a <111 >Y//<0001 >a2 orientation, as discussed in the next section.
The observations above were made only on the faces of the a2 plates. The edges and
corners of the a2 plates also contain important information regarding the type and proportions of
dislocations associated with the ledges during growth. A HRTEM image of a comer is shown in
Fig. 3(c). The Burgers circuits drawn across the edge containing eight (0G02)a2 planes shows a
closure failure corresponding to three 30' Shockley partial dislocations and one 900 Shockley
partial dislocation. Therefore, a total of four partial dislocations is associated with the growth of
eight planes of 0-2 plates. This confirms that the a2 plates grow by the passage of Shockley
partial dislocations on alternate (I l )y planes. The ratio of 30' to 90' partials was found to be
31 over a large segment of interface, which is in contrast to the ratio of 2:1 found in growth of y
(Ag2AI) plates in the Al-Ag system 1191. A partial dislocations ratio of 2:1 indicates that all
three type of dislocations involved in the transformation are in equal proportion and that no net
shapc-change occurs at the edge. Therefoie, the observation of a partial dislocation ratio of 3:1
-,hm11 ntrh(l ce some kind of disp'Iacemnent (r strain at the edges.

interface at plate edges: (a) in binary alloy
Fig. 4. <1 IO>y/f< 11-20>a2 HRTEM images of y//a2 (b) in Ta alloy showing 6H-a2 stacking.
and
showing distortion of (1.1 1)y and (000 l)a2 planes,
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The growth of ct2 plates due to passage of Shockley
when an equal number of all three Shockley
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favored because it minimizes the strain energy
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transformation and this maximizes the strain
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usual ABAB... sequence of a2 and the same space group as that of a2, i. e., P63/mmc, (2) the
transition phase Ti2AIN (22], which has the same c-parameter as that of 6--r2 and may form
due to accummulation of N at the edges, and (3) a six-plane periodicity produced by a MOir'e
effect due to superimposition of the a2 and ,/phases at the edge in the HRTEM images. Image
simulations of these three possible structures were performed. The second and third possibilities
were eliminated due to poor and inconsistent image matching, respectively. The 6H--a gave a
good match with the experimental images. Therefore, in the ternary alloy, a six-layer structure
appears to be produced at the edges due to extra periodic sLip from an unequal number of the
three type of Shocley partial dislocations, instead of the normal two-layer structure of G2 in the
binary alloy. Conversely, in the binary alloy, production of similar partial dislocations for the
transformation leads to local distortion of the (111l)y and (O001)a2 planes near the edge.
The difference in results for the < 110O>yf/<l 1-20>a2 interfacial structures on the faces of the
binary and Ta alloys can be explained as due to equilibrium and kinetic effects, respectively.
These differences in interfacial structure and growth also give rise to thicker ca2 plates in the
binary alloy than in the ternary alloy, and this was verified by measuring the aspect ratios in
electron micrographs.
<11 1>y,/<0001>co'

Oriented Interfaces in Ta-Containing TiA1

A low-magnification image of Q!e <111>y/I<001>a2interface is shown in Fig. 5(a).

Ledges on the edges of the 02 plates have a corrugated appearance with a spacing of about
I mnm. An enlarged view of the enclosed area near the center of Fig. 5(a) is shown in Fig. 5(b).
In this orientation, the coherency of the { 22O}y,//{ 11l-20}¢a2 planes is evident frc"m their
continuity across the interface. Due to the ordered structure of the y,phase, altema, (2-20)
planes are occupied by either Ti or Al atoms, whereas this is not the case for the (0-22) and (-

-

202) planes. In Fig. 5(b), the interface is composed of relatively large kinks in the [1-10]
direction and shorter kinks in the [0-11] direction. This gives rise to an interface direction close
to [2-31], which deviates about 17.30 from the [1-101 direction. Following the relationship
between kink concentration and the deviation of the average dislocation line direction from the
direction of the Peierls valley [23], the calculated kink density was 0.63nm-1 . This value is in
reasonable agreement with a kink density of 0.65nm- 1 , which was measured from the HRTEM
image shown in Fig. 5(b). The kinks at the interface are two atomic planes high or one -yunit-cell
high. This indicates that the basic building block is two (1 10)'y planes high. This requirement is
imposed by the ordered structure of alternate rows of Ti and Al atoms in the close-packed planes
of the y phase rather than by kinetics. This also shows that the cz2 phase grows by the lateral
migration of kinks in the ledges parallel to the <110>y directions rather than by overall
movement of the <1 10>y//<1 1-20>a2 interface normal to itself, similar to the case of Shockley
partial dislocation ledges in Al-Ag [ 19], although the ordered arrangements in yand az2 appear to
impose additional requirements on the kinks in TiAl alloys.
CONCLUSIONS
The above analyses demonstrated that addition of Ta to TiAI greatly modifies the interfacial
structure and morphology of the a2 plates under the conditions of constant ageing time and
temperature. The important findings are summarized as follows: (1) a2 plates in TiAl alloys
grow by passage of Shockley partial dislocations on alternate f 11117 planes where the 900
partial dislocation core appears to be less localized than the 300 partial core, (2) a2 plates in
binary TiA1 grow by a regular array of ledges which changes the overall habit-plane, while
isolated islands are predominant in the Ta-containing alloy, implying that Ta increases the ease of
two-dimensional nucleation of ledges, (3) the -y/a2 interfaces are coherent and faceted along lowenergy < I10>y//< 11-20>a2 and <IlI >y//[000 1]a2 directions at the unit-cell level, although
arrays of ledges and facets can change the overal habit-plane and interface direction, (4) the
width of islands on the faces of x2 decreases with increasing ageing temperature due to a
reduction in the driving force for island growth with increasing temperature, and (5)
transformation strains may be accommodated by a possible 6H transition structure at the edges of
an c2 plate.
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HIGH-RESOLUTION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY OF INTERFACES IN TiAI ALLOYS
S. R. Singh and J.M. Howe
Department of Metallurgical Engineering and Materials Science,
Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA 15213, U.SA

Alloys based on TiAl are being considered as potential candidate materials for advanced aerospace
applications. The interphase interfaces and twin interfaces in thede alloys play important roles during
deformation and can vary with ternary additions. Various HREM studies of interphase interfaces have
been made in metallic systems during the last few years. 1. 2 When combined with image simulations,
HREM has the capability of revealing local structural and compositional information. 3 4 This investigation
discusses HREM analyses of the crystallography of '/a2 interfaces, twin interfaces and stacking faults in
&-T'iAl with ternary additions of Mn and Ta.
The S-TiAl alloys were solutionized at 12000C for 2 hrs, isothermally aged for 24 hrs at 900DC in the
C2+ "phase field and quenched. Thin foil specimens were polished in a 5% sulphuric acidimathano
electrolyte at -40oC and 20V. The samples were examined in Philips EM420T and JEOL 4000EX
microscopes at 120 and 400 kV, respectively. Image simulations were perfomed with the TEMPAS

multislice programs,5 using typical operating conditions for a JEOL 400C."X

Since the Y-TiA1 phase has an L10 structure, the <110> directions are not all equivalent. Slip in the <110]
direction does not disturb the orde-ed structure making it a favourable slip system, whereas <101] slip can
destroy the ordered structure and result in a series of complex faults.6 This slip system is feasible only if
the dislocations move in pairs. With this background, the structures of )/acY2 interfaces in <110) and
<101] orientations were investigated by HREM and the corresponding HREM images are shown in Figs.
I and 2. In the <1 10] image in Fig. 1, the 'K phase displays contrast characteristic of alternating (002)

planes of Ti and Al. These planes extend to the interface, which is atomically fiat and perfectly coherent
between ledges that are two (11 1)y planes high. In the <101] orientation in Fig. 2, the interface is also
atomically flat but groups of two ledges, each of which is four (I11)y planes high, repeat periodically
with a spacing of about 14 rum. Although the orientation relationship in both cases is [ 110] y//[ 11 0] cc
and (11 1))//(0001) c2, Fig. 2 also reveals that the average or microscopic habit plane is not (111) Xbut
( 44 3 ) -,which makes an angle of about 70 from (11) X.
Figures 3 and 4 show experimental and simulated HREM images, respectively, of a twin that is five
(1!1)y planes thick in a <110] orientation. The twinning shear strain measured from the image is 0.7.
which is close to the theoretical shear strain of 0.707 for a f.c.c. structure. These figures also show a
2
)y Ti planes in matrix MI connect to mixed (111)y
compositional phase shift across the twin, i.e., the (00
Ti+Al planes in twin T, which in turn connect to (00 2 )y' Al planes in matrix M2. Since twinning of each
(I11) b plane causes a displacement of a/6< 112>, such a compositional phase shift will only occur when
there is an odd number of planes in the twin. Figure 5 shows a HREM image of an extrinsic faulted loop,
which appears to cause nucleation of microtwins by superposition of extended faults in the neighboring
7
planes. The presence of these defects in terms of ternary additions to TiAI will be discussed.
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FIG. I.--HREM image ofefa2 interface in <1 101)- orientation.
FIG. 2.--HREM image of ''I2 interface in <101I y orientation.
FIG. 3.--HREM image of twin interface in <1 1O]')- orientation.
FIG. 4.-Simulated image of five plmne twin with 1.9 mrad beam tilt.
FIG. 5.-HREM image of faulted loop.
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Introduction
A numter of predictions have been made recently concerning phase equilibria in coherent solids 11-5]. These predictions
Indicate that equibria In coiherent systems can differ Infundamental ways from those of fid or Incohereint solid systems due to trie
existence of long-range stress fields. One characteristic of coherent phase equilibrium is that the phase boundaries, wich
delineate single-phase from two-phase fields, need not coincide with the tie-line ends that give the equilbrium comrpositons of the
two coexisting phases. Indeed, in a temperature-comrposition phase diagram of a coherent system at constant external stress
(pressure). fth equilibrium phase compositions are functions of the bulk alloy composition. Furthermore, the equillum phase
composions awe niot confined lo coincentrations that lhe within the two-phase Incoherent phase field but may have concentrations
that Be well wffdn the sIngle-phase fields [6,7]. Although the concentration shifts due to coherecy strain are predicted lo be large
enough lo be measuired, decisive experimental Investigations designed to test these predictions have not been perlormed.
The mai pjrpose of this note is bo reiport Initial experlinental results conpa1ng t equilblun phase compositions of a
two-phase coherent binary T1AI alloy with thos of the corresponding Incoherent alloy. Analytical electron microscopy (AEM) was
used lo determine phase compositions In both the coherent and Incoherent equilibrium states. The two-phase field of a + a2 in a
T
1-Nl binay alloy was chosen for this Investigation for both theoretical and experimental reasons: (1) both the single-phase fields of
ai and o:2 hav large composition ranges 181 which allow for signifcant composition shft to ofiset elastic energy effeocts. (2)due to
precipitates remain wherent up to sizes large enough to allow measuremer of the composition
thelr relately sall misft the 4%2
by AEU. and (3) the aL2 precipitates have an ellipsoidal shape with an aspect ratio of about 4. so that they exenr~ vircugt 'e -~
foil for composItWa measurement Because the equilibrated coherent a2 precipitate is reltivel small In size, usually less than
In diameter, the composition measurement can be most effectively performed by ABA.
150 nmn
Experimental Procedures
Sample Preparation
The alloy for Ot study was provided by RMI Co. in the form of a 50g button and was prepared by vacuumi arc melting.
Chemical analyses showed that the alloy contained 0.109 wt% oxygen and 0.121 wt% Fe. For all heat treatments, samples were
wrapped In Ta bioand encapsulated Inquartz tubes, which were evacuated to 10-6 tOrr and backfilled with purified At to 1/3 atm. At
the end of each heat tireatment. t samples were quenched in ice-watear and! the quartz capsules were broken immdcialtey.
The as-receivead button was first homogenized in the single phase a region (1025 OC) for 50 hrs. The bullin was then cut
ritio I can c*me and aging treatments were performed at 80 C. The aging temperature was controlled to within t2 Or- Samples
aged for 150 hirs ylelded coherent precipitates. To obtain incoherent precipitalas. (or. strictly speakinig, aemlcoherent precipitates i
wtilch the nrr tat ralri were completely relieved). samples were first aged at 800 aC lor 124 hrs, old rolled about 15 % and then
aged an addftoa 1000 hre at 800 Or- Because of possible segregation even after the homogenization treatment. alloy
composiio was detemined by AEM In the areas where AEM analyses for phase compositions; were performned. The alloy
composition was 16.64 1 0.25 at% Al and there was no significant difference between the coherent and iricoherent alloy
compositions. The alloy composition was measured in the same manner as the phase compositions, as discussed in the bolowing
sectons.
Thin foils for ABA were prepared by electropolishing and then ion-fmilled for 20 min to remove arny surface layer formed
during eledropolishlng. Compositional analyses were performed In a Philips EM420T TEMJSTEM eqipped with a PGT+4 energydispersive x-ray (EDX) analyzer. A cold-stage holder was used to minimize onrtamination during the lon exposure Io the electron
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beam required to obtain adequate x-ray counting statistics. The STEM system was operated in ijwD mode because it was poss Die
to obtain an image of the specimen on the TEM screen and place the electron probe on a small precipitate of interest mnore
conveniently and more exactly than in the STEM mode. Care was taken to inure that the area of analysis was not in two-bearm
condition inorder to prevent electron channeling effects [91. The x-ray collection time was 200 sec and the electron-probe size was
about 30 nim, which was measured directly from TEM negatives.
Absorption Correction and Error Estimation
The mass absorption coefficients for the Al-Kc, peak are much larger than those for the Ti-Kc, Peak in T-, - Aj alloys [ 10]
Therefore, the analyzed composiion in Ti-Al alloys can be affected by absorption even when coniditions such as the setting of the
elecroni microscope and the take-off angle are kept constant throuhout the analysis. The x-ray data were analyzed by thre
absorption-correction method (111 as given by the following equations:
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rC,7and C are te wt% of TI and Al present at ft point of analysis. 11and Ware the intensities integrated In 1.2 FWHM (full width
at half maximum) of the background-subtractedl 'T-K, and Ml-K peafs. (u.1j is the mass absorption coefficient of A-l(. in B
element and kTL~ is a proportionality constant olin cald the CNN?-Lrlmsr facior. wh~ is estimated In the limt of a thin-film
specirfwLei Before mitcroanalysla, krW, was determi~ned from mewxemmenrt on a standarv sample with the exact chernicat
composition of TI-11
5.8 wt% Al. whei was homogenized at 1000 0C in the single phase ((%2)
region. The value of krv was 1.05 t
0.01 at a 99% confidence level. In order to use fte above equations. I s necessary io know te fol tilduess, L There are various
meuioa avallable for the measurement of foll Vilwim (121 We used an indirect method In this study, the details of which are
discussd in te following section.
The accuracy of Itie results obtained from Eqns. 1 arnd 2 is primraftl Msfd by Mie counting statistics of fte x-ray collection
proess 19.131. Because fte *4'y spectra were colected for sufficient tim to obtain several thousand counyti In each peak. the
counting statistics can be assumed to foW a normal dlstrttion Sinc the composition of a phase is deterrined from n
Individual collections talken fromn different points (22<ic43 In this analysis), the confidence interval is estimated by tev statistics of
the student t-dilstrbution or normal distbutlon (for mb30). The relative error, £1 ,,ln IT4A at a 99% confidence level is given by
t folVowing equation:
1001I99to
~S

(5)

whore (17I~V 15 owVi
mean value calculated from nivalues of 171, tS Is fte Student I value at a 99% confidence level, and S is
tihe standard deilation.
The retltiv err.r eclliij In (CffC.)A, is t
e'CI

-

StblAJ

+

sum of ekanmd eywit or

11lN

(6)

where e*,,is also determiined by Eqn. 5. The relative erro in fte delesrhautiori of CAI for eachi phase was assumed to be equal to
Results and Discussion
Morphologles of Cohren and Incoherent (Semicoherent) States
in an alloy cosing of a dispersion of coherent particles withi a matrix, t elastic field will be a strong function of position
and simultaneously satisfying all equliborium conditions may be dificult. In addition, the equilibrium concentrationi may be a function
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of position within both phases. Owing to Mhe relatively Large preciptate sizes arid "on aging times empsoyed in this st.0y.
subsequent changes inphase compsition with tim should be negligible so long as the preciptates remfainl oherent and retain an
approximately ellipsoidal shape. The measured comosritions herein are averages over the preciptate and mati phases.
Figure 1 shows the (12 precipitate morphologies In the coherenrt State and Fig. 2 Shows Similar precipitates in the inerent
stats after rolling and subsequent aging. The coherent precipitates have a rod-Uke ellipsoidal shape wrth the major axis aiong the
10001] direction and an aspect ratio of about 4. The diameter of the preciptates shown in Fig. 1 isabout 120 nim. This figure atso
shows the alignment of the particles along the 100011 direcion. This aligrnent and the WuON elastic strain-field contour in a
two-bearn condition Inicate that the precipitates are under the irffluence of coherency Stresses. Since elastic Ashby-Grown
contrast (141 Can stil exist after a partial loss of coherency, coniplefte coherency can be further verified by the observation of a Lack
of misM~ dislocations In the precipitate interface. After aging fior 150 fire at 800 C. misfit dislocations were observed only in severai
large precipitates at grain boundaries or low angle boundaries. oiwiever, our locus wa, on the miatrix precipittes. The incoheren!
state displayed Wrregulal shaped precipitates which were wrapped by well-developedI misfit dislocations as shown in Fig. 2. Thus,
the coherency stresses were released and this state could be fthught of as a state witou any significant stress effect involved.
One of the Important precautions which should be taken in qualdtie x-ray micrioaflalysis of a precipitate phase disperseG
In a matrix is to ensure that the precipitate extends through the rkidness of the foil. Otherwise. the ollected x-ray spectrum wil
resulA from both the precoptae and matrixi so that fie exact composlion ofl a precipitate cannot be determined. This could be
overcome for both the coherent and aernlcoherent precipitalles i this Investigation. For the case of coherent precipatates,
mlooafalyeswere performed near a 100011 orientation. thereby ensuring OWathVe preciptates extended twog1 the fo. For the
semi-coherent case with precipitates wrapped by wed developed misfit dislocations. it was ensured Irom, the cutting of the misfit
dislocations by both loll surfaces, as shown in Fig. 2.
Guantitative X-ray Micraanalysis
As mentioned previously, an Indirect method was used to measure the fou 11hirness for absorption correction. " the
absorption of the TW-K peak In a thin-tOU specimeni is assumed IDbe neglgible, the generated Intensity of tMi chaaernstic peak as
given by a simple formnula [13]:
1I0 CC

(7)

where C Is a proportionality constant for a consistent operating condition and I is te tickness; in units of nim. Therefore, 1,7 as
thlicness for a onstanit concentration of TL. Figure 3 shows t1his linear relationship between Iy; and t for the
propoartional to the foad
mat i the Incoherent samiple. where the thicknes was determined by toe conveirgent-beamn electron diffraction method. From
this plot the value of C was about 0-0415S. Howevier. Fig. 3 is for a Wl~gty different operating condition Vian that Lsed for the
subsequent quantiatWv m~cranalysIs. Lo.. a largeir sWo size (eladw probe) was used for Fig. 3 thai in ft analyss. Thos
changes the electronr-bearn current Therreflore. thes proportlonaft constaiL C. flar VIte opera&Vn condition used in the
microanalyses; was estlimated to be about 0.015 1rnm the ratio betwen two lncolecled from an Identical area at the two operating
conditions, I principle, the composition analysis flor a loll with unknown conm2oeltion must be calculated! systematically by the
Iteration method after substtng Eqn. 7 Int Eqn. 1. I our analysis. 9096 wt% (85 at%) was used for C, I Eqn. 7 as wel as i
Eqn. 3 an Eqn. 4 for the matrix, and 87.77 wt% (80 at*~ was used fo fte precotate analyses. This may alteir the absolute
values of the resulting compositions slIghity. but It effect should be so "mlas to be neglegile conmpared to other sources
causing errors. particularty estimation of the proportionality constant C A d determination of C for fte operating condition used
woulld be necessary to Wicresse the reliailty of Ithe absookte value of Vie measured coirposition. However. the method discussed
above should be sufficiently accurate to Identify the diffrenc beMW Ssoijte coMPOStons, ILe.. the difference between the
compiositlions of matrix (or precilpitate) In coherent and Incoherent staties, because the compositions in both states were measured
in a slilar range of thiness, as shown i Fig. 4. Thiereflore. the earo in absorption correction was assumed to be negligible
compred wiMth counting statistics errors in knv Old (IAA,4)
The reeult of fth AEM analyses are shown I Fig. 4. where ie distibution of data about4 the average conposition with
respect at lft nurnbwe of counts In Ithe Tl-Ku peak (crresponding to Illdmness) am also Indicated. The matr~x and precpiatate
cornpoelfou hInie coherent state are 14.15 ± 0.32 and 19.80 * 0.61 atAl. reepectivel. anid Vlose ithe Inohtterent stae are
14.79 ± 0.32 and 2092 t 0.42 at% Al, resipectivel. Both phase contiposltionsare shilted to fth Tkirl side under coherency
stressat hough the error bars estimated at fth99% confidence level do fouch one aniolher in fthmnat. The significance of the
value of t flor making srnV-sampi
shift in phase compositions under coherency stress can be tested Statistically IDfind 11he
Inference about the difference between two Mue compositions [15] When C arid S are. resped~ively. the average comrpositiorn and
standard deation for n measurements for a phase in toe Incoherent and coherent states designated by the subscipts kic and cci.
respectivelly. I can be determined by:

C_-

'S"*(Iln

Cc;

+I

n

where

lift absolute value of ti greater than 2.8, the shift can be concluded to be sufficiently significant at a 99% confidence 'evei irhe
values for the shifts in both the mnatrix and precipitate oomoosition In these micoaialyses are greater than 3 5 Therefore. we
conclude that there are definite shifts in both matrix and precipirtate Cxor~ositioris lo the Ti-rich side undef the influence c,
cohe-ercy stresses. Since the phase boundaries of two-phase coexistence inl a coherent system must lie Inlside triose of a-~
inoherent system, the results prov~ide direct confirmation for the theoretical prediction that the bie-line ends are cilerent from t'we
phase boundanies in coherent equibna. In this case, the concentration shift appears lo, be greater for the prec~p~a:e tha tor
mn"ax phase.
The decrease in spatial resolution due IDbeam spreading can affect quantitative x-ray rmvaoanalys's. eSpeocaity for a st'iu
coherent preciptate. Since the width of the matrix in between prctates is orrvarablie to the precipitate diameter as shown i
Fig. 1(a), beanm spreading could potentiailly affect the rrcaoanatyses results from both phases. However. tne measurec
compositions indicate that this effect is negligible. since the measured omprosition of Al in the matrix phase i the coherent state
where the matrix is narrow is less than in the incoherent state where it is wide. This fadi makes the analyzed compositions ever
more orivncing.

Figure 5 shows a ompansiori of the results of this work with other studies conducted on Ti-Al alloys The phase cdrigrams c
both Blacl4,um (161 and Lutjerng eta/. (171, were determined by diecl TBJ observation of a seris of alloys whbCh had undergone
prolonged aging at various temp~eratures. These results can be viewed as incohereru phase boundaries because the latter. wric
gave only the a / a+%~ phase boundary, focused primarily on heterogeneous preciptalon along grain boundanes0 The results c!
Siackurn and Luqening of &t are in good agreement with the incoherent coripswtons of the present work at1800 C On the other
hand, the phase diagram of Swartzendruber et al. (18] was deterined by magnetic susceptiiity measurements to ' _-m tthe tie-line
ends, and then by assuming implicily that fth be-line ends coincided with the phase boundaries Thewir /' a4-CLboundary was
significantly shifted to the 'f-Ti region coripaed with Vhoe of Black'burn and Lutieruig et at., even considering their estirnatec
error of 1 at%. This shift is consistent with our result of the shift In nabr conmosirton under coherency stresses. althiough a
quantative ownpartsor' may not be possille even at 800 Or, due tD the t a they used a different alloy compvosition (20 at% A.
foir 800 0%) From their micrograph and aging treatments, we I"e tihat the %2 precipitates are rmostly corent and under me
wrilluenc* of coherency stresses. Thus, we believe that fte reilt of Swartzendniier of al. 1181 should be interpreted as be-line
ends rather thaln as phase boundaries. As for the a+cx2 / ca2 phase boundary. our result does not agree with that of Ref 1181 (whacd
Isapparently shifted lo a2 single-Viase field with respect to tlhat ot Ref (161 Ilvougliout the two-phase region) The reason for this is
not fully understood at this point. However, we believe that some of "hdisagreement in the literature concerning the a . a., regior
in the T1i- Al phase diagram coulld be due to coherency effect.
In order to check whether or not thie phase compositions, are functions of bulk composition in coherent equilibna. adwitona
experinents are now in progress.
Condiusions
TOe phiase compositions in a Til- 16.64 at% A alloy aged in the a. + a2 region at 800 OC were determined tor both the
coherent and incohierent states by analytcal electron microscopy. The compositons of the coexisting a (matrix) arid a.
coherent state were 14.15 t 0.32 and 19.80 1 0.61 at% Al, respectvely, and those in the incoher
(precipitate) phases In thes
state were 14.79 ±t0.32 and 20A82 ±t0.42 at% A). reSpectvely. Both the Maa't and Precipitate compos~tins Were Shifted to the
Ti-rich side of fie phase diagram as a result of oterency stresses. The equilirium composition of the matrix In the coherent state
Ses well wthn the slInglephase field. These statisticly significant results provide direct experimental evidence that, lor a binary
allo In coherent aquillbrium under constant external pressure, bie-**n ends and phase boundaries are not coincident wher viewec
from a temperature-coTosition diagram.
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Fig. 1. C~herient prec"Wtaes In aged T11-16.64 r4% Al; 150
hrs 800 *C. Dark field using prealpdale reftocion. (a) Zone
nonniaf (00011. (b) Zone rnnnL (1210]. "st alignoriert oil
predipftates along (0001) "n cytlnder-1ke mowpholog o(

.aSwrcohert predpites In ddwn~ed anid aged 71 16.64 at% Al ; 124 hirs 800 *C + rollng + 1000 Is 800 *C.
(a) Zone norml [0001). Note Irregular shape of predlplte.
(b) Zone non'raI [0001] and saire, area as (a). Note wall
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